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Abstract
This paper studies Code-Text Representation (CTR) learning, aiming to learn general-
purpose representations that support downstream code/text applications such as code
search, finding code matching textual queries. However, state-of-the-arts do not focus on
matching the gap between code/text modalities. In this paper, we complement this gap by
providing an intermediate representation, and view it as “explanation.” Our contribution
is three fold: First, we propose four types of explanation utilization methods for CTR, and
compare their effectiveness. Second, we show that using explanation as the model input is
desirable. Third, we confirm that even automatically generated explanation can lead to a
drastic performance gain. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to define and
categorize code explanation, for enhancing code understanding/representation.
Keywords: Code-Text Representation Learning, Code Search, Code Explanation

1. Introduction

This paper studies Code-Text Representation (CTR) learning, for semantically grounding
code-text pairs, projecting to the same location in the geometric embedding space. This
representation would immediately enable cross-modal search: One may encode some code,
to find the closest textual description, and alternatively, one may encode some textual
description to search the matching code example, e.g., using “Show me the code of bubble
sort” to retrieve the function that fits the description. This would be a productivity booster
for software development tools such as VisualStudio.

One core problem of CTR learning is the modality gap between natural language de-
scriptions and runnable raw codes. Table 4 shows this gap as the text example and the
code example share few tokens, though they are semantically aligned (the code answers the
text). However, current CTR learning approaches, such as CodeBERT Feng et al. (2020),
GraphCodeBERT Guo et al. (2020) and PLBART Ahmad et al. (2021), do not focus on
the mismatch. To end this, we consider “Intermediate Representation” (IR) between the
two: Guo et al. (2019) is an example showing that using IR is effective for text-SQL repre-
sentation. We extend this concept into a more general problem of CTR via using pseudocode
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as another form of IR. A pseudocode is a human-readable form of a given code for human
consumption. Another characteristic of pseudocode is that it is code-generic, unlike IR
in Guo et al. (2019) which is specific to SQL as a target.

To explore a solution space of IR, our distinction is to treat IR as an “explanation,” i.e.,
additional information helping model to predict answers. Following previous approaches of
providing explanation to machine models, which have been actively studied to complement
supervised learning, we probe the solution space considered for leveraging explanation for
(1) supervision target, and (2) input concatenated with or replaced from given data.

Our first research question is – RQ1: “How to utilize explanation in CTR?” .
Following Hase and Bansal (2021), we categorize code explanation into two groups, namely
G1 and G2:

• G1: Give a model to an additional supervision objective, expecting that the model
learns to focus on which part of a given input data.

– Regularization (REG): constrain model where to focus on from input data.
– Generation (GEN): generate explanation for better task understanding.

• G2: Feed explanation to model as augmented or replaced input, allowing the
model to utilize useful information from the explanation.

– Concatenation (CAT): add the explanation to the given input data.
– Replacement (RPL): replace the given input with its explanation.

G1 is adding a new target task of using explanation as model’s objective. Here, the target
task can be either REG or GEN. For REG, explanation contains where to focus on from
input data, e.g., by highlighting the specific part(s) of the input data. The training model
is now supervised to focus on these highlighted input features via attention supervision
as in Pruthi et al. (2020); Stacey et al. (2021); Liu and Avci (2019); Small et al. (2011).
For GEN, the model takes an input data (with its label) and produce its explanation as
in Srivastava et al. (2018); Narang et al. (2020); Camburu et al. (2018); Hase et al. (2020).
By doing so, we hope the model better understands the target task, resulting performance
improvement.

G2 directly uses explanation as model’s input. In this case, we can either concatenate
(CAT) explanation with the given input or replace it (RPL). CAT is common in Natural
Language Inference task, a general form of explanation is to supplement of input Camburu
et al. (2018), e.g., given a premise “A child in a yellow plastic safety swing is laughing
as a dark-haired woman in pink and coral pants stands behind her.” and a hypothesis “A
young mother is playing with her daughter in a swing.” with the true label “neutral”, the
explanation is “Child does not imply daughter and woman does not imply mother.” In other
case, if explanation was self-contained, we could remove the given input and feed only the
exaplantion (RPL). This can be viewed as an ideal form of the regularization method, as only
the label related features are taken into the model. In CTR, explanation is self-contained
since a pseudocode is an abstractive form of its real code.

To compare the effectiveness of each method, we build four baselines of REG, GEN,
CAT, and RPL. We conduct code retrieval task on NAPS Zavershynskyi et al. (2018)
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dataset, which contains (code, text, pseudocode) triplets. The experimental results showed
that RPL approach is the best choice for CTR. However, a core problem is that explanation
for code is expensive. Furthermore, the second group, including the winning approach RPL,
requires explanation in test time.

Thus our second research question is – RQ2: “How to automatically generate
explanation in CTR?” . To this end, we applied two types of automated explanation
generation methods: 1) Training Code-to-Pseudo (C2P) model and 2) Rule-based genera-
tion. Our finding is that, with RPL method, Rule-based automated explanation generation
is a good way to improve CTR learning, showing 17.6%p of MRR improvement compared
to without using explanation on NAPS code search. However, in scenarios, where rules are
yet to be defined or cannot be reverse-engineered, we can see that C2P has an unrealized
potential to perform comparably to Rule-based, while we leave such realization as future
directions.

2. Related Work

2.1. Explanation

Our work can be viewed as providing explanation (pseudocode) to machine models, to im-
prove traditional supervised learning. Existing uses of explanations on machine models can
be categorized into two groups, according to Hase and Bansal (2021): As supervision target
and as input. The first category generates additional supervision target. With additional
highlights from human annotator, Zaidan et al. (2007) provide an auxiliary task of contrast-
ing the original input and the highlight-masked input. Pruthi et al. (2020) constrain models
to focus on highlighted features via multi-task learning and the winning approach, attention
regularization. Stacey et al. (2021) extract highlights from a free form of text explanation
and give attention supervision. Liu and Avci (2019) add L2 loss between unintended bias and
task-specific prior features to unbias toxic terms, improving performance on text classifica-
tion tasks under data-scarce setting. Small et al. (2011) allow annotators to provide ranked
features toward labels, used as constraints. Zhang et al. (2016) use annotated rationales
to encode the likelihood of sentences’ being neutrals/rationales in a document. Srivastava
et al. (2018) parse human explanations to constrain models for zero-shot learning. Other
works generate explanations directly: In some approaches, such as in Narang et al. (2020),
the task model tries to generate explanation as well. Camburu et al. (2018) conduct various
experiments using human annotated explanations including predicting a label then gener-
ating an explanation for the predicted label, and generating an explanation then predicting
the label with that generated explanation only. Hase et al. (2020) penalize label leakage
during explanation generation to improve the quality of generated explanations.

The second category assumes explanation is given as additional input, which, together
with input, helps the model predict labels better. Hase and Bansal (2021) empirically con-
firm that using explanation as input is better than as target. Lei Ba et al. (2015); Andreas
et al. (2017); Rupprecht et al. (2018) take text description to generate class weights of latent
vectors from an image encoder. Co-Reyes et al. (2018) utilize human-in-the-loop of receiving
explanation from human experts as additional input.
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2.2. Automated Explanation Generation

In order not to require human annotators to provide all explanation for training, an ex-
planation generation method would be trained instead. Pruthi et al. (2020) automatically
highlight salient features. Zhang et al. (2016) generate rationales via probabilities encod-
ing the likelihood over labels. Andreas et al. (2017) retrieve a test time description from
the training dataset during test time. Zhou et al. (2020); Rajani et al. (2019); Wiegreffe
et al. (2020) train explanation generation from given input and label on (input, explanation,
label) triplets, then augment explanation on (input, label) pairs.

2.3. Code-Text Representation Learning

To learn CTR, CodeBERT Feng et al. (2020) proposes a BERT based model of which
pretraining strategy follows that of ELECTRA Clark et al. (2020). Further, GraphCode-
BERT Guo et al. (2020) concatenates data flow with the code. Meanwhile, PLBART Ahmad
et al. (2021) uses a BART Lewis et al. (2019) based model to pretrain both an encoder and
a decoder. As these approaches focus on adding more information on the code modality,
they are orthogonal to our approach matching cross-modalities between text and code.

3. Method

3.1. Preliminary

For code-text downstream tasks, such as code search with a text query x and a candidate
code c, a classic approach is supervising with (x, c) pairs. Our target problem is exploring
whether providing explanation e, helping a model to correctly predict answers, as loosely
defined in Hase and Bansal (2021), can bridge the semantic gap between the two modalities
of x and c for such training. A pseudocode is a human-readable form of the given code– an
Intermediate Representation (IR) between code and text. We hope that using pseudocode
as explanation e allows CTR models to connect code and text (that are sharing the same
semantics) in the latent space. To validate the effectiveness of learned Code-Text Repre-
sentation, we select code search, which aims to match natural language queries of code
descriptions with relevant codes, as a target task.

Formally, given a set of natural language code descriptions X, code corpus C, and
explanations E, our objective is training a model f with parameters θ to learn the relation
y ∈ {0, 1} between a code description x, a code c ∈ C, and its pseudocode e ∈ E as an
explanation:

θ̂ =∆ argmin
θ

L(f(x, c, e; θ), y), (1)

where L is a loss function.

3.2. Solution Space of Leveraging Explanation

As Section 1 categorizes, we consider the following four groups: REG, GEN, CAT, and RPL.
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3.2.1. Regularization (REG)

REG constrains model parameters to concentrate on causal features. Specifically, we adopt
attention supervision to the attention in the model, as Pruthi et al. (2020) reported its effec-
tiveness. The remaining question is how to obtain attention supervision. Following Pruthi
et al. (2020); Stacey et al. (2021), we use token overlap between code c and explanation
e = {e0, e1, ...ei, ..., e|e|}, where |e| is the length of e. Our distinction is that we weigh
overlapped tokens to smooth the importance, using BM25 Robertson et al. (1995):

αei =∆ BM25(c, ei;C), (2)

α̂ei = αei

Σ|e|
k=1αek

. (3)

As we use a transformer-based model as f , i.e., CodeBERT Feng et al. (2020), there are
12 self-attention layers with 12 attention heads for each layer. Also, though self-attention
is a 2-dimensional N × N matrix where N is the input sequence length, our supervision
is 1-dimensional vector of N size. Thus, following Pruthi et al. (2020), the loss we give is
KL divergence between αθ, the attention weights of [CLS] token on the last layer averaged
across all attention heads, and α̂e, the target attention weights from the explanation:

Lreg =∆ −λ KL(α̂e||αθ), (4)

where λ is a hyperparameter.

3.2.2. Generation (GEN)

GEN adds a target objective to produce explanation, as discussed in Narang et al. (2020);
Camburu et al. (2018). We use encoder-decoder structure for this purpose where the encoder
is CodeBERT and the decoder is 6-layers transformer, following Code-to-Text implemen-
tation from Lu et al. (2021) where the same structure is used to generate comments or
docstrings from code. We generate pseudocode instead of the text description. The loss
used in this process is given as

Lgen =∆ Σ|e|
i=0CE(f(c, e<i; θ, δ),1V (ei)), (5)

where CE means Cross Entropy loss, δ is the parameters of the decoder, e<i is an explanation
sequence before time step i, i.e., a teacher-forced input, and 1V (ei) is the target one-hot
vector of ei over the vocabulary V . We pretrain the model with explanation generation task,
then finetune on the target task Camburu et al. (2018).

3.2.3. Concatenation (CAT)

CAT is a general approach of using explanation: it attaches e to c and give (x, c, e) as the
model input Rajani et al. (2019); Wiegreffe et al. (2020); Zhou et al. (2020):

ŷ = f(x, c, e; θ), (6)

where ŷ is the model prediction. The possible drawback of this method is that, since the
length of explanation is added to the total input length, we may not be able to utilize the
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full input but truncate them. In CTR, real-world code, e.g., code in Github, often consists
of hundreds to thousands of lines. Thus, code input solely can be longer than the max input
length allowed by transformer-based models that we use, e.g., 512 tokens in CodeBERT.

3.2.4. Replacement (RPL)

Instead of using c, RPL switches c into e, then give (x, e) as the model input Wiegreffe et al.
(2020):

ŷ = f(x, e; θ). (7)

Compared to CAT, this is both efficient and effective in CTR, for that the explanation,
pseudocode, is self-contained.

From the comparison results among above methods shown in Section 4.4.1, we confirmed
that RPL is the optimal way of leveraging explanation.

3.3. Automated Explanation Generation

One key problem to use explanation is that a large number of labeled examples with human
explanations are required. Moreover, some methods require such human explanations not
only in training time but also in test time as well. In many cases, a large set of human
annotations is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we seek an approach that allows auto-
mated generation of explanation of decent quality, so that we could use those generated
explanations 1) for data augmentation in training time or 2) as input explanation in test
time. To tackle this, we propose two baselines: Code-to-Pseudo generation and Rule-based
generation.

3.3.1. Code-to-Pseudo Generation

Code-to-Pseudo (C2P) method generates an explanation, i.e., pseudocode, from its raw
code. This is is a reversed approach of Pseudo-to-Code generation methods, which generates
a raw code via its (human annotated) pseudocode Zhong et al. (2020); Zavershynskyi et al.
(2018); Kulal et al. (2019):

e = Π|e|
i=0f(c, e<i; θ, δ). (8)

Note that the loss function for C2P is the same as Equation (5). However, C2P itself is a
hard task; C2P requires to transfer the code form into the natural language form, yet retain
the semantics, e.g., the logic of the code.

3.3.2. Rule-based Generation

While training a C2P model is not an easy task, we may adopt a simpler approach of
converting a raw code into its pseudocode with predefined rules Zavershynskyi et al. (2018):

e = φ(c;R), (9)

where φ is a deterministic function following a set of predefined rules R, consisting of
mappings between code phrases and its pseudocode descriptions. This approach can safely
keep code semantics, while changing the form.
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In Section 4.4.2, we first compare the above approaches 1) for data augmentation in
training time, then confirm the effectiveness 2) as input explanation in test time, along with
human annotated explanations. The results showed that Rule-based generation is suitable
for both 1) and 2).

4. Experiments

4.1. Target Task

To validate CTR learning, we choose code search as the target task, which measures the
semantic relatedness between text and code. Given a natural language code description x
and a code corpus C, the first objective is to predict whether a given pair (x, c) is related so
that c answers x, and the second objective is to retrieve the most relevant code(s) c ∈ C for
x. We use the first objective for training a model, then use the trained model for the second
objective at test time Feng et al. (2020); Guo et al. (2020); Lu et al. (2021). To measure the
performance, we use widely used retrieval metrics: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Mean
Average Precision (MAP), Recall at 5 (R@5), and Precision at 5 (P@5).

4.2. Dataset

NAPS Zavershynskyi et al. (2018) is a collection of (code, pseudocode) pairs on code-
forces.com, originally designated to Pseudo-to-Code generation task. One of the character-
istics of this dataset is that all the variable and function names are normalized into the
forms of var# and func#. As discussed in Lu et al. (2021), this normalization improves the
quality of the dataset, as the task model would no more be able to use shortcuts by lexical
overlaps.

We repurpose this dataset into code search task, which is one of the CTR learning tasks,
privileged by using pseudocodes as explanations. From the URL link to each piece of code,
we gathered its problem description, ensuring that every instance in our dataset would be
a triplet of the form (text, code, pseudocode).

Originally, NAPS dataset consists of two types of training set – Training A which comes
with rule-based pseudocode (relatively larger in size, 16,410 instances) and Training B which
contains human authored pseudocode (2,231 instances) – plus one testing set with human
annotated explanation(pseudocode).

As one can observe, such configuration allows us to directly use Training B and test set
for our purpose regarding human annotated explanations. From this point on, we refer to
Training B of NAPS dataset as simply NAPS. The problem is that NAPS dataset does
not provide any testing set equipped with rule-based explanation, nor the authors publicly
open the specific rules used to generate those. To remedy this, we divide NAPS Training
A set into splits of 9:1. We use the former for training (with Training B) and the latter for
simulating Rule-based test-time explanation generation. We call this setting, NAPS+.

4.3. Implementation

In all settings, we use a cross-encoder version of CodeBERT-base Feng et al. (2020) as a
downstream task model, with max token length of 512, learning rate of 1e-5, batch size of
16, and an AdamW optimizer with an adam epsilon as 1e-8.
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4.3.1. Explanation Utilization Methods

• NULL: This is the conventional approach of code search task that trains a model with
(x, c) pairs as input, without utilizing explanations.

• REG: We use attention supervision to the last layer’s [CLS] token attention weights,
averaging all attention heads. The target weights are derived from the explanation e
of the input code c with the standard settings of BM25 Robertson et al. (1995). For
the regularization hyperparameter λ, we use 1.

• GEN: From a given code c, this method generates its explanation e, then finetuned
on the downstream task. We use NAPS for the generation task with a learning rate
of 5e-5, a batch size of 80, a beam size of 10, both a source and target max length are
512, and an AdamW optimizer with an adam epsilon as 1e-8.

• CAT: Instead of feeding the model with concatenation of x and c, this approach
additionally appends e at the end of the input sequence. When it comes to truncating
the concatenated sequence (x, c, e) if it exceeds the max length limit, we followed the
truncation strategy below: (1) The shortest of the three gets 1/3 of the max length,
at maximum; (2) In a similar fashion, the shorter of the remaining two can get up to
1/2 of the remaining length; and (3) The longest of the three utilizes the remaining
slots.

• RPL: Instead of concatenating all the (x, c, e) triplets, this method use (x, e) pairs
as input, due to an explanation – a pseudocode is self-contained and may not need
information in c. The hyperparameter settings are the same as those in NULL.

4.3.2. Automated Explanation Generation Methods

• C2P:We train a Code-to-Pseudo model from the small collection of (c,human-written e)
pairs, i.e., NAPS. Then, using C2P, we augment generated explanations of (x, c) pairs
to build NAPS+. For C2P, we use CodeBERT-base Feng et al. (2020) as the generation
model with the same hyperparameters used in GEN.

• Rule-based: Using a set of predefined rules R from Zavershynskyi et al. (2018), we
translate each code c into its explanation e in (x, c) pairs to build NAPS+. For each
code phrase, there are more than one explanation phrases to be mapped, which alle-
viates overfitting to the specific explanation phrases.

After augmenting explanations in both cases, we train a code search model with (x, e) pairs,
i.e., using RPL method.

4.4. Results

As we claimed two research questions in Section 1, we answer each of them with the exper-
imental results.
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Table 1: Comparison of various explanation utilization methods for code search
using human explanation from NAPS.

TYPE METHOD MRR MAP P@5 R@5

w/o explanation NULL 0.0263 0.0192 0.0060 0.0032

Explanation as target REG 0.0248 0.0199 0.0030 0.0093
GEN 0.0364 0.0234 0.0134 0.0269

Explanation as input CAT 0.0221 0.0208 0.0060 0.0108
RPL 0.0489 0.0346 0.0164 0.0170

Table 2: Comparison of automated explanation generation methods over code search task
on NAPS+.

(a) NAPS+ with human testing

METHOD MRR MAP P@5 R@5

NULL 0.0880 0.0707 0.0328 0.0517
C2P explanation 0.0514 0.0330 0.0134 0.0241

Rule-based explanation 0.2485 0.1976 0.1090 0.2082

(b) NAPS+ with gen testing

METHOD MRR MAP P@5 R@5

NULL 0.0803 0.0435 0.0301 0.0166
C2P explanation 0.0453 0.0180 0.0142 0.0040

Rule-based explanation 0.2563 0.1609 0.1593 0.0796

4.4.1. RQ1: “How to utilize explanation in CTR?”

Table 1 reports our results for NAPS: Only GEN and RPL outperformed NULL, while
RPL significantly outperforms all others. We thus fix to use RPL, for the remaining
evaluations.

4.4.2. RQ2: “How to automatically generate explanation in CTR?”

Table 2 evaluates diverse automated explanation generation methods. First, we validated
the automated explanation generation methods in NAPS+ shown in Table 2a. Compared to
Table 1, the accuracy of NULL was improved from having a bigger training instances. Rule-
based method significantly outperformed both NULL and C2P, while C2P performs worse
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Table 3: Comparison of rule-based explanation method with pseu-
docode retrieved with Code-to-Pseudo search model, i.e., C2Penc,
on NAPS+ with rule testing.

METHOD MRR MAP P@5 R@5

Rule-based explanation 0.2563 0.1609 0.1593 0.0796
C2Penc explanation 0.2648 0.1492 0.1381 0.0736

than NULL. This signifies that the quality of generated explanations determines accuracy,
as we further analyze this in Section 4.5.

Second, when explanation is required as input, it is burdensome to provide at test
time. Table 2b shows the results, for automatically generated explanation at test time –
Consistently to Table 2a, Rule-based explanation showed the best performance, validating
the effectiveness of using Rule-based explanations at test time. Though Table 2a and 2b are
not directly comparable, we can see values lie in a comparable range and observations are
consistent.

4.4.3. On unrealized potential of C2P

While Rule-based, a non-parametric approach outperforms the parametric approach of C2P
at this point, C2P still has an advantage that it does not require to define rules, which are
non-trivial and are specific to programming languages. More often, such rules are yet to
be defined, or not known, as in our evaluation scenarios. Recall that, in our scenarios, the
transformed result of applying rules were available, but not the rules themselves. Also,
we need to identify the cause of unsatisfactory performance of C2P, so that we focus on
our future efforts to improve this line of approach. Our hypothesis is that C2P is effective
as an encoder, and can function well, if a closed set of explanations can be defined. In
ExpBERT Murty et al. (2020), there is a “global” set of explanations, from which we can
select a close match, in place of decoders. To validate this hypothesis, we build a Code-to-
Pseudo retrieval model, which we denote as C2Penc. For training C2Penc, we use (code, rule-
based pseudo) pairs, allowing the model to learn the rules latently. On the inference time of
code search, for each code candidate, we use C2Penc to retrieve the relevant pseudocode from
the pseudo collections, instead of directly using its rule-based pseudocode. Table 3 shows
that C2Penc was comparable with Rule-based, indicating C2P has an unrealized potential
that possibly eliminates the need to define rules. Guiding decoder with prior knowledge,
to follow syntax and preserve semantics, is an important step to overcome to realize such
potential.

4.5. Analysis

Table 4 shows different types of real examples: a text, a code, and two explanations gener-
ated by C2P and Rule-based. From the examples, we can see two points: First, the difference
between the text and code modalities are significant, barely sharing the tokens. This ex-
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Table 4: Examples of each data type: text, code, C2P, and Rule-based. Note that 1) C2P
and Rule-based examples – explanations have intermediate modality between text and code
examples, and 2) C2P breaks code semantics whereas Rule-based keeps.

TYPE EXAMPLE

Text Vasily has a number a , which he wants to turn into a number b . For
this purpose , he can do two types of operations : You need to help Vasily
to transform the number a into the number b using only the operations
described above , or find that it is impossible . Note that in this task you
are not required to minimize the number of operations . It suffices to find
any way to transform a into b .

Code ( ( func __main__ char * * [ ( var0 int ) ( var1 int ) ] [ ( var2 int * ) (
var3 bool ) ( var4 int ) ( var5 char * * ) ] [ ( = var5 ( _ctor char * * ) ) (
= var2 ( _ctor int * ) ) ( = var3 False ) ( array_push var2 var1 ) ( while
True [ ( if ( < var1 var0 ) [ ( break ) ] [ ] ) ( if ( == var1 var0 ) [ ( = var3
True ) ( break ) ] [ ] ) ( if ( == ( % var1 10 ) 1 ) [ ( = var1 ( / var1 10 )
) ] [ ( if ( == ( % var1 2 ) 0 ) [ ( = var1 ( / var1 2 ) ) ] [ ( break ) ] ) ]
) ( array_push var2 var1 ) ] [ ] ) ( if ( ! var3 ) [ ( = var5 ( array_concat
var5 ( string_split " NO " " || t " ) ) ) ] [ ( = var5 ( array_concat var5 (
string_split " YES " " || t " ) ) ) ( array_push var5 ( str ( len var2 ) ) ) (
= var2 ( reverse var2 ) ) ( foreach var4 var2 [ ( = var5 ( array_concat var5
( string_split ( concat ( str var4 ) " || " ) " || t " ) ) ) ] ) ] ) ( return var5
) ] ) )

C2P given integers var0 , var1 and an array var2 . initialize var3 to the length
of var1 , var4 to 0 . for each var5 from 0 to var2 exclusive , perform the
following operations . if var1 equals 0 , set var2 to the following operations
. add var1 to the end of var2 . if var1 contains the end of var1 contains the
end of var1 then return var2 .

Rule-based given integers var0 and var1 . var5 is an empty array of strings . var2 is an
empty array of integers . initialize var3 to false . append var1 to the end
of var2 . while true stop iterating if var1 is smaller than var0 , set var3 to
true , stop iterating if var1 is equal to var0 , remove last digit from var1 if
last digit of var1 is equal to one otherwise divide var1 by 2 if var1 is even ,
otherwise stop iterating , append var1 to the end of var2 . if not var3 add
NO to var5 , and add YES to var5 , append string representation of the
length of var2 to the end of var5 , you have to set var2 to reverse of var2 ,
for every var4 in var2 add concatenation of string value of var4 and space
to var5 otherwise . you have to return var5

plains why using explanations is helpful; As explanations – C2P and Rule-based examples
have intermediate modalities between text and code. Second, C2P breaks code semantics
whereas Rule-based keeps. C2P contains wrong assignments, using an undefined variable,
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and returning a meaningless value. This makes an understanding of why there are signifi-
cant performance gaps between C2P and Rule-based, throughout Table 2a and Table 2b.
In other words, this informs that if we advance C2P to ensure sustaining code semantics in
explanations, C2P, which is a deep learning approach, may outperform Rule-based.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the problem of bridging the gap in Code-Text Representation
(CTR) learning, using the intermediate representation as an explanation. Inspired by a rich
body of literature, leveraging explanation for model training, we identify a solution space of
four approaches REG, GEN, CAT, and the winning approach RPL. Meanwhile, as explana-
tion requires human efforts, we applied two baselines of automated explanation generation
methods. The experimental results showed that Rule-based explanation generation method
significantly improved a CTR related task, i.e., code search. Furthermore, we speculate that
C2P has a potential to outperform Rule-based, which will be solved in future work. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is the first step to define and categorize explanation in
CTR learning.
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Appendix A. Full result table
Table 5: Full comparison of automated explanation generation methods over code search
task on NAPS+.

(a) NAPS+ with human testing

Training A Training B TEST INPUT MRR MAP P@5 R@5

- Code
Code 0.0263 0.0192 0.0060 0.0032
C2P 0.0442 0.0269 0.0104 0.0125

Human 0.0441 0.0211 0.0119 0.0075

- Human Code 0.0380 0.0319 0.0090 0.0193

explanation C2P 0.0445 0.0262 0.0090 0.0115
Human 0.0489 0.0346 0.0164 0.0170

Code Code
Code 0.0880 0.0707 0.0328 0.0517
C2P 0.0705 0.0447 0.0179 0.0404

Human 0.0526 0.0354 0.0164 0.0414

C2P Human Code 0.0209 0.0172 0.0030 0.0017

explanation explanation C2P 0.0350 0.0269 0.0075 0.0068
Human 0.0514 0.0330 0.0134 0.0241

Rule-based Human Code 0.0991 0.0773 0.0493 0.0818

explanation explanation C2P 0.0728 0.0435 0.0299 0.0334
Human 0.2485 0.1976 0.1090 0.2082

(b) NAPS+ with gen testing

Training A Training B TEST INPUT MRR MAP P@5 R@5

- Code
Code 0.0629 0.0190 0.0159 0.0083
C2P 0.0156 0.0350 0.0124 0.0041

Rule-based 0.0385 0.0159 0.0053 0.0013

- Human Code 0.0370 0.0177 0.0088 0.0024

explanation C2P 0.0254 0.0415 0.0124 0.0203
Rule-based 0.0504 0.0186 0.0124 0.0032

Code Code
Code 0.0803 0.0435 0.0301 0.0166
C2P 0.0045 0.0251 0.0000 0.0000

Rule-based 0.0623 0.0253 0.0195 0.0061

C2P Human Code 0.0503 0.0183 0.0142 0.0042

explanation explanation C2P 0.0144 0.0331 0.0124 0.0034
Rule-based 0.0453 0.0180 0.0142 0.0040

Rule-based Human Code 0.1272 0.0774 0.0761 0.0324

explanation explanation C2P 0.0214 0.0373 0.0177 0.0115
Rule-based 0.2563 0.1609 0.1593 0.0796
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Appendix B. Analysis
Table 6: Examples of each data type: text, code, C2P, and human.

TYPE EXAMPLE

Text Ilya is a very good-natured lion. He likes maths. Of all mathematical objects,
his favourite one is matrices. Now he’s faced a complicated matrix problem
he needs to solve. He’s got a square 2n×2n-sized matrix and 4n integers. You
need to arrange all these numbers in the matrix (put each number in a single
individual cell) so that the beauty of the resulting matrix with numbers is
maximum. The beauty of a 2n×2n-sized matrix is an integer, obtained by the
following algorithm: As you can see, the algorithm is recursive. Help Ilya, solve
the problem and print the resulting maximum beauty of the matrix.

Code ( ( func __main__ int [ ( var0 int * ) ] [ ( var1 int ) ( var2 int * ) ( var3 int
) ( var4 int ) ( var5 int ) ( var6 int ) ( var7 int ) ( var8 int ) ] [ ( = var8 0 ) (
= var1 ( len var0 ) ) ( = var2 ( _ctor int * var1 ) ) ( = var3 0 ) ( while ( <
var3 var1 ) [ ( = ( array_index var2 var3 ) ( array_index var0 ( - ( = var8 ( +
var8 1 ) ) 1 ) ) ) ] [ ( = var3 ( + var3 1 ) ) ] ) ( = var2 ( sort var2 ) ) ( = var4
0 ) ( = var5 1 ) ( while ( <= var5 var1 ) [ ( = var6 var5 ) ( = var7 ( - var1 1
) ) ( while ( > var6 0 ) [ ( = var4 ( + var4 ( array_index var2 var7 ) ) ) ] [ (
= var7 ( - var7 1 ) ) ( = var6 ( - var6 1 ) ) ] ) ] [ ( = var5 ( * var5 4 ) ) ] ) (
return var4 ) ] ) )

C2P you are given an array of numbers var0 ( indexing is 0 - based ) . you have to
create an array of numbers var2 ( indexing is 0 - based ) . you have to set var5
to zero and var6 to zero . for each position var6 in var2 you have to add var2 [
var6 ] to var5 if var5 is greater than or equal to var2 [ var6 ] you have to add
1 to var6 . you have to return var5 .

Human given an integer array var0 , let var1 be the size of var0 . create an array var2
identical to var0 . sort var2 . initialize var4 to 0 . set var5 to 1 , so long as var5
is < = var1 , do the following in a loop : set var6 to var5 . initialize var7 to
var1 - 1 , do the following in a loop so long as var6 is more than 0 : add var2 [
var7 ] to var4 , and decrement var7 and var6 . ( end of inner loop ) set var5 to
var5 * 4 . ( end of outer loop ) return var4 .
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